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A b s t r a c t

The exact equation for the loop average in multicolor QCD is

reduced to a bootstrap form. Its iterations yield new manifestly

gauge invariant perturbation theory in the loop spacet reproducing

asymptotic freedom. For large loops, the areas law appears to be

a self-consistent solution.
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Everybody believes that quarks are confined in QCD. The

problem is to understand how are they confined*

To answer this question, we should derive some dynamical

equation for QCD which lead to quark confinement in the

infrared domain. In the ultraviolet one, the same equations

should reproduce the perturbative QCD.

A somewhat similar infrared problem was solved in the

theory of phase transitions some time ago. There the scaling

law arised as a sum of infrared divergencies. In order to

justify the scaling law dynamically, the bootstrap equations

were derived. In contrast with equations of motion, the boot-

strap equations were closed in the infrared domain, so that

the scaling law arised as a self-consistent solution.

In case of QCD, we expect the areas law for the Wilson

loop average

W(c) -

where Mfnin \G) i-
s
 *he minimal area enclosed by С and

О stands for the string tension.

In this note, we derive an analogue of bootstrap equa-

tions for W\.C) . The areas law, indeed, appears to be

self-consistent.

The set of exact equations for the loop functionals

was derived in our papers ~̂-* . In the limit of large N,

correspondinc to УЛСВ approximation in the loop space, this

' The fruitful idea of writing down a functional equation
satisfied by Ylf(C) for infinitesimal variation of С was
proposed in Kef. 1.



tions reduce fco the "classical" equation

with the initial condition W ( 0) ~ Л ~

Неге О and о / О бр*(х) stand for path- and area-

variations, respectively (eee Hefs. 2-5 for more details).

This equation as it stands is nut suitable for checking

the areas law. For a simple loop without self-intersections,

one may verify that the L.H.S. indeed vanishes ' due to

properties of the minimal surface. However, this is true

for any string tension, О » Moreover, the same "proof"

can be applied to the Abelian theory as well,so one cannot

take it seriously.

As it is discussed in detail in Refa. 3-6 , all the dy-

namical information about QCD is hidden in the current

L(C
XX
)= ffyf(*i)U(C

X4
)W(Cy

X
) (3)

Cxx
*nich displays itself for self-inbersectlng loops. In

the bootstrap version of dynamical equations, this infor-

mation will be manifest.

The bootstrap equation expresses the area derivative as

an infinite series of path integrals of the products of W-

functionals. The systematic method which generates the suc-

' For a simple loop, the R.H.S. can be easily reproduced
multiplying the Ansatz (1) by the Abelian factor

exp(- I fpxty D(x-y))-+expl-peiC)).
 The

 «Urgent
coefficient j> depends on regularizetion prescribtion.



t'srme Is sketched below,

first term reads

Here /ij
r
 /1^ is the contour beginning at X and en-

ding at 2 • The path integration is defined as

. C5)

integration goes along the total loop

The symbol м t/ implies antisyBmetrization.

Different parts of the U integral produce fcerme,which

are treated separately within the standard perturbation theo-

ry. The gauge dependence of these terms arises in our ap -

proach as freedom of adding derivatives prior to splitting

the total loop integral into parts.

The part V € С
X
x corresponds after integration

tf Я

d A o(u-St) to the frame graph depicted in Fig. 1.

The part U €• Гх,& , Г£ж yields ttie frame graph of Pig.2,

The frame graph is "glassed" with the W -functionals,

like the skeleton graph in bootstrap approach was "dressed"

by the Green functions and vertices. The arrow stands for

the 4-velocity X ( 0 ) in Eq. (4), while the dot stands for

the aU« integration over corresponding contour.

It is useful to associate the diagram of fig. 1 with

the whole integral in Sq. (4), keeping in mind the diagrams



of Fig. 2. The mnemonic rule ie that fcb* dot never сховв

the cut. then it comes to the point X , it continues

along ttae eaae solid line.

The compact operator form for Sq- (4) reeds

( 7 )

In Eq. (4), the inverce operator «as represented ал the

path integral

(8)

The ordered exponential added, after the Peynman disentang-

ling, the finite wires |
l l
 , f%,x between the points

X and 2> , so that one obtained J^ (Г
4 Л
-С

Х Х
 Ссг) • The

next terms in the bootstrap equation can be most easily

found in the operator form, iterating Bq. (2) together with

the Blanchl identify

_

Fhe detailed calculations wl'.l be published in extended pa-

per.

The answer for the next term can be represented as the

sun of t«o frame graphs shown in Pig. 3. Again the tadpole

graphs should be added, so that the dots Jilt У т.
 в о т в

along fchs total closed loops preserving the planar configu-

ration. The arrow 4 > stands for the difference of

two velocities. In the first graph Ifchere are three Indepen-

dent paths Г ц , Г±y
t t
 Гщ,ъ

г
 and hence there are three



path integrations. In the second graph there are two path

integrations.

The solution of the bootstrap equation by iterations,

starting from W - Л , yields manifestly gauge invariant

diagram technique in the loop space. In order to recover the

ordinary Faddeev-Popov graphs, the arising Gaussian path in-

tegrals should be performed using the identities

1
 (10)

and

E
Notice, that the tadpole graphs display themself in higher

orders, when the gluon line starting from the loop of the

tadpole connects it with the original loop, С . The role

of the tadpole graphs is to preserve the gauge invariance

of the bootstrap equation. The naive procedure of summing

the Faddeev -Popov graphs inside the windows would spoil

the gauge invariance.

The general bootstrap term contains some planar confi-

guration of paths with the W -funcfcionals corresponding

to each window.

Everywhere the lower bound, £ , for the proper

times, Si , in the path integrals should be kept fini-

te. This provides the ultraviolet cutoff of our theory.

The bare coupling constant, Л , should vary with £ ,



at £-* 0 * according to the renormalization group law

(13)

Ш в lev follows from the standard analysis of perturbative

QCD.

In our cue, one may renormalized the bootstrap equation

as it stands. The domain of small paths, £ < S( < Ji~*" ,

produces the couoter terms which renormalize the contribution

of the basic domain ft 4. $ < oo ±ц the others frame

graphs. The net effect is the substitution of £ by ft ;

Л by Ay, and

where \ С j is the length of the loop, 0 , and J>"" £"

is the known renormalization constant " . It is implied

that H is much less than the confinement scale, so that

perturbative QCD holds.

Let us now leave the domain of perturbatlre QPD and try

to obtain some new results in the infrared domain. It is

clear from our planar topolejy that the areas law will be

self-consistent, since the minimal surface is additive.

One step forward can be made without much effort. Con-

sider the string Axisatz

Here \S\ is the area of an arbitrary surface, >S* , enclo-

sed by C. When this Ansatz is substituted in the H.H.S* of



the bootstrap equation, the arising sums can be transformed

as follows

L

The geometry is shown at Pig. 4. It ie important that Area

is an additive functional of the surface.

Several oomments should be made concerning the relation

(16). It ie implied that the surfaces are without handles -

a handle connecting two surfaces In the L.H.S. would spoil

the identity* As for the seif-intersecticns, those should

be allowed - otherwise there would be .correlation between

two surfaces in the L.H.S.. From the other hand, the path,

( , in the R.H.S, should avoid itself at the flurfaow.

Otherwise the decomposition of J(C) into two pieces would

not be unique. Also there would be double counting, of the

self-lntereeotions of the image fjcu in physical spa-

ce, if we allow ее If-inter sections of the original j(xv

at the surface.

So, the S.H.S. of the bootstrap equation reduces to

the similar Ansatz

fie K
+ 0
(2

5
)

where

is the surface Q -function.

As for the L.H.S. of the bootstrap equation. , it



Ъ8--С
 L

Here ~bj*v " « ' 7 ^ T
1
"
 i s b n e

 tangent plane tensor

of the surface and £м($)±в the tangent vector of C.

We observe that the sane integral over surfaces is pre-

sent in both sides of equation» As for the integrand, in ge-

neral, it ie different in the L.H.S. and in the R.H.S..

However, for sufficiently large and smooth surfaces

(which dominate at large smooth loops), the purface paths in

the R.H.S. are relatively snail, so that the path integrals

depend on the local properties of the surface. There are on^

ly two local tensors of appropriate rank and dimension - the

same as in Eq. (19). The comparison of coefficients yields

the relation between Off and £ in Eq." O5J«

Up to now, the preexponent.1 al factor, JL , was quite

arbitrary. As it is done usually in the bootstrap approach,

it should be fixed by joining, at intermediate loops, the

self-consistent asymptotics (1) with the perturbative solu-

tion respecting the initial condition. We expect that infra-

red properties of QC1) will be important at this matching.

Let us compare our mechanism of confinement with that of

the lattice gauge theories. ID our equations, we did not uti-

lize the global properties of the SU(N) group, which are

responsible for the areas law in lattice gauge theories. In

particular, the topological excitations, corresponding to

the center Z» Ц "• U ( I) of SU(N), were not taken into ac-

count. These excitations modify the equation of motion .



Instead of that we used the proper time regularisatlon

, which makes the perturbative QOD manifest. Am a cone*qn-

ence, tiie string tension in our theory is related to the gau-

ge coupling oonstant, whereas la the £j/ theory of con-

finement this was an Independentparaaeter»

Bo, oar mechanist! of confinement is closer la spirit t»

the •* Hooft condensation of the planar graphs ' , rather

than to the Wilson string of the strong coupling expansion»

We are grateful to 8.B.XhokhlacheT for raluable discus-

sions and to B.J.Kasatkina for kind hospitality at M e d i n a

Oora, where this paper was written*



. 1 Preme graph of lower order.
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r
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Fig. ? The tadpole frame graph, which should be added to

the graph of Fig. 1 to preeerve gauge invarlanee.

-л*-»»'

Pig. 3 Frame graphs of the next order.

Fig. 4 Geometry used in Eq.O6),
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